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Salvation in the Cinema

Cinema and Films are littered with salvation, or at least the quest for it. 

Is there a guiding principle that could see youth workers better equipped to 

interact with young people and any film they are watching with regards to the 

exploration of the idea of salvation?

Can we help them to recognise and interpret the ideology salvation portrayed 

in the stories of these films, and help them relate what they are seeing to the 

salvation we find in the bible?

Abstract:  Young people spend a huge amount of time in the cinema and/or watching films, and 

traditionally we have used clips of certain trending films to relate popular culture to the Gospel.  

From a starting point of salvation, this research hopes to find a method to help youth workers take  

the  meta-narrative  of  said  films  and  encourage  discussion  and  understanding  of  the  idea  of  

salvation from what is being seen amongst their young people.
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Act 1 : Introduction

Scene 1: Church and Cinema

Cinema  and  Church  are  places  that  revolve  around  stories,  and  in  particular  stories  about 

humanity. The stories told by both are presented to an audience as a portrayal of life. It has been 

said that film is “a representation of universal human values, of the truths of human experience, of  

insights that will help us to understand better the complexity of human life and human society.”1 

The Christian Church also claims to be declaring the truth of human experience and existence, 

holding the roots of all  our values and giving insights into who we are and what we could be. 

Somewhere along the way Church has lost its effectiveness as a storyteller.

Church has lost its grip on the reality of human existence and therefore stopped being relevant and 

applicable. That's why more and more of our Churches are empty and closing. In order for Church 

to be effective in today's society it needs to take us somewhere beyond, it needs to show us what 

we can be and can receive. 

Cinema, however, is drawing in the crowds. People hear what they want to hear in cinema: Cinema 

gives pride of place to the story of humanity,  the story of hope, the story of potential.  Cinema 

affirms and challenges, confronts and inspires. It lays bare and critiques the society we live in. It 

makes its congregation feel. Whilst cinema can also mask or paint a distorted picture of reality, and 

reaffirm negative traits in humanity,  and there are areas of Christianity doing a better job than 

others, generally we could learn a lot from cinema about how to inspire, reach out, and once again 

communicate effectively with the world around it.

I  believe that ultimately the stories told by both Church and cinema are worth telling,  and the 

content of the stories are not that different. What follows is my reasoning for believing the stories 

offered by both Church and cinema are talking about salvation, why salvation is so important in the 

lives of human beings, and how we help communication between the two.

1 Eichenberger, A. 1997:6-7
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Scene 2: Once Upon a Time...

Once upon a time, in a land not unlike our own, there was a centre to all communities. This centre 

was called the Church. It provided a place for people to gather, learn about life, and be supported. 

Central to this Church was a book called the Bible. The Bible was held in high regard amongst 

those who led and attended the Church. They believed it to be the word of God, holy in message, 

worthy of sharing.

The opening chapters of  this  book taught  of  the Creator  God's  interactions with his  Creation; 

mankind's perfect relationship with God in a perfect environment, until humanity sinned and turned 

its back on God. The remaining 1186 chapters told the story of God's continual love for this lost 

and broken creation and mankind's continual rebellion. Underlying everything, though, was a story 

of salvation.2

“Once upon a time”  sounds like  a fairy tale.  This  is  no  fairytale,  it  just  isn't  the reality today. 

Thiessen comments that:

“The Bible is no longer the book on which our culture builds consensus... It has been a long time 

since the younger generations entered a world with no alternatives... The relevance of the Bible 

must be demonstrated in dialogue with secularisation, interfaith dialogue, and inter-confessional or 

interdenominational dialogue. An appreciative study of the Bible cannot conduct these dialogues in 

a vacuum. These kinds of studies must make it clear that participation is meaningful because such 

open dialogue can shed new light on the Bible.”3

As Christians and theologians it is important we pursue dialogue with the alternatives on offer to 

young people that provide the basis for today's culture, hence this exploration.

2 Johnston, R. K. 2001:65
3 Thiessen, G. 2007:76
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Scene 3: The New Church?

It should be the Church's desire to engage with the community around it, to spark discussion and 

enlighten the world as to who God is, and who they are in light of that. It has been speculated 

though that “even in the Church, theological discussion is often more likely to happen following a  

movie than a sermon.”4 If this is the case inside Church, how much more is it the case outside?

I'd  like  to  suggest  cinema  and  the  worlds  it  creates  have  become  the  new  Church.  Often 

disregarded as mere entertainment, cinema has been able to hide much of its power to influence 

western  culture.5 To  many,  “movies  are  simply  part  of  contemporary  life.  But  to  others,  the 

seriousness and relevance of film is still an issue.”6 This issue comes from the acknowledgement 

that  “[entertainment] is arguably the most pervasive, powerful and ineluctable force of our time”7 

and  belief  that  it  is  not  a  force  for  good!  Films,  as  one  of  the  most  prominent  examples  of 

entertainment, are beginning to spread into every part of our lives.

Unavoidably the influences of cinema are beginning to permeate our lives and the foci of these are 

often the negative influences. Those against cinema are quick to point assign them the blame for 

the  growing  violence  in  today's  society.  They hold  film-makers  responsible  for  the  increasing 

divorce and infidelity rates today because their  films glamorise promiscuity.  And they place the 

blame on  cinema that  our  teenagers  are  pregnant  and there's  so  much  paedophilia  because 

Hollywood is constantly sexualising children and young people, encouraging them to look and act 

the part.  In  fact  film-makers draw many of  their  influences from our  lives,  reality,  and current 

sociological  circumstances,  producing  films  containing  twists  on  the  themes  of  our  lives,  and 

extensions upon our 'everyday', that see the film's characters reaching human potential, finding 

value,  and  being  fulfilled.  Whilst  it  cannot  be  denied  that  cyclically  these  changes  and  extra 

influences found in films then go on to re-shape our lives and the way we perceive reality,8 I believe 

4 Johnston, R. K. 2001:24
5 Christianson, E. Et Al. 2005:xii
6 Johnston, R. K. 2001:21
7 Gabler, N. 1998:9
8 Johnston, R. K. 2001:146
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it all too convenient that we pass the blame to just one part of the world we live in. Whilst cinema 

has a responsibility to its viewers that has sometimes been neglected, we too must choose to 

neglect our responsibilities in order for these  to exist and for the fictional portrayals to become 

reality.

Scene 4: This Thesis

My intention with this thesis is to explore the way we as Christians, and specifically as Christian 

youth workers, seek help our young people in dialogue between Christianity with its doctrines and 

beliefs, and the power that is cinema. In particular I'd like to investigate the way the film industry 

depicts salvation in all its stories.

Where other  theological  studies  of  film have  focussed  on  specific  films9 or  genres10,  and  the 

theological  influences of  writers and directors of  films,11 I  seek to explore salvation across the 

whole of cinema. Whilst some academic studies from a theological and/or film-studies angle have 

focussed on the  importance of  all  aspects  of  film-making from the use of  colour  and angles, 

through to selection of actors and location,12 and many have focussed on characters found within 

the experience, both major and minor,13 for this study the most important part of the experience is 

the story.

We discovered at the very start of this thesis that “the heart of film is story”, and “Christianity is...  

not  an  abstract  philosophy,  but  a  story.”14 Without  story  Christianity  and  cinema  become 

meaningless, with no beginning, middle, or end; story provides direction, drive and passion. It is 

through the plot that we understand who, where, what, when, why and how. Beyond that, it is the 

9 Arthur, S. 2003; Kanda, L. L. & Wagner, R. 2010; Dodd, K. 2009
10 Pope, R. 2005
11 Blake, R. A. 2000; Graham, D. J. 1997
12 Baker, B. 2005
13 Wright, M. J. 2005; Bellinger,  C.K. 2009; Stucky, M. D. 2005
14 Johnston, R. K. 2001:105, 78
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story inherent in both life and the movies that calls us as its audience to respond.15 Ultimately, this 

thesis seeks to discover what it is that we are responding to.

Whilst this thesis will be focussed on the presentation of salvation in the films watched by young 

people, it is my expectation that this research and principles arising from it might also be applied to 

other types of media, and to other themes found within Christian doctrines and beliefs.

As the primary focus of  this  study is salvation in  cinema we must  now spend time looking at 

salvation, particularly from a biblical standpoint, and finding an accurate definition that will enable 

us to ascertain what we are looking for in the films we watch and share with our young people.

Scene 5: Salvation

McIntyre surmises that Christianity needs to revisit the notion of salvation with some urgency as:

“There is hardly any other theological notion implying immediate consequences – very concrete 

and very important – which has been left so vague and calls in a most urgent way for an adequate 

elaboration.”16

The doctrine of salvation is essential in defining the Christian faith, and as such human existence. 

The implication is that without salvation humanity is lost and without hope. The consequence of not 

understanding and receiving salvation is death17, and yet we have not found a way of sharing the 

important nature of this revelation in our current setting.

As a concept, salvation is not limited to the Christian experience. Many world religions, and non-

religions, have something they label “salvation”, where salvation becomes the goal towards which 

they press, albeit by differing means and methods.

The feeling that humanity is not all it could be is something that pervades the thoughts of not only 

15 Johnston, R. K. 2001:109
16 McIntyre, J. 1992:52
17 Hebrews 2:1-4
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the religious, but every human being, as they search for advances and means to make life better. 

Freud and psychologists are aware of the shortcomings and “absurdity of human existence.”18 It is 

partly because of these shortcomings that various salvation quests and analogies exist.

Different people will suggest different approaches and elements that contribute to our existence 

being everything it can be. Some will focus on relationships being the key, including the way we 

look and act and the things we own. These may be relationships with the same or opposite gender 

and ultimately our satisfaction physically, emotionally and sexually, or power-based relationships; 

for some, life is about controlling other people. Others will mark our existence as complete when 

we have all there is to own physically, by whatever means: the pursuit of money and material gain 

is the mark of a human being, after all, what is man without a bank balance? Alongside salvation 

through acquisition of  material  possessions come the ideas of  salvation through knowledge or 

through  fame  and  achievement.  Further  groups  seek  salvation  through  balance  and  equality, 

seeking not to better others, but rather just to be treated as equal by them and the wider world.

Christianity acknowledges humanity's shortcomings in fulfilling potential as something missing from 

our  intended  created  purpose:  namely  our  distance  from,  and  lack  of  relationship  with,  God. 

Alongside this comes our failure to fulfil our very nature: to be in the image of God.

That  being the  case  “salvation  depends upon  the restoring  of  a  relationship  between  human 

beings and God, who are estranged from each other.”19 A return to the created order places us in 

direct  relationship  with  God.  It  eliminates  pain  and suffering,  sin  and hurt.  Indeed the picture 

painted is of the garden in Genesis and the city in Revelation.20

Being made in the image of God, and living in relationship with him both carry with them a huge 

amount of dignity.21 To be “in the image” is to portray the character of God and to share in his 
18 Fiddes, P.S. 1989:11
19 Fiddes, P.S. 1999:3
20 Genesis 1-3; Revelation 21:2-5, 15-27
21 McGrath, A. E. 2001:441
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attributes and nature, it is “being able to relate to and partake in the life of God.”22  When Christians 

forget this we become critical of what it is to be human, and in doing so our focus of what salvation 

is becomes long-sighted. Watts correctly states  “the great hope for many evangelicals is to be 

delivered from this  existence  into  a  higher  state  of  glorious  otherworldly  bliss.”23 Much of  the 

popular literature claiming to be about salvation focusses on the eternal.24 Salvation through this 

limited mindset refers to a one-off, eternal question. Salvation becomes like the good china: it only 

comes out for special occasions.

Throughout  Scripture  God  does  the  amazing  and  impossible  to  redeem  his  people,  Jesus 

conquers death and defeats sin in order for creation to be reunited with God, the dead are raised 

to life. But the lame are made to walk, the sick healed, those who are poor receive help, those who 

are  drowning  are  rescued.25 Salvation  is  about  more  than  the  eternal,  it  is  also  about  the 

immediate.

If we limit ourselves to future salvation we neglect the truths contained within the Scriptures. Watts 

continues to look at the example of Jesus, and how his mission was to set right not only the hearts 

of the people, but to look at the whole of the person in the image of God, restoring it all.26 He also 

points us towards the biblical truth, as told in the narrative, that “we are indeed saved,27 but we are 

also being saved28 and shall yet be saved.29 The key in between times is for us to live the life of the 

Spirit and so again be true bearers of the image and thus Yahweh's agents of new creation.30”31

Wright also recognises that the term “God saves” is about more than the eternal: 

“The range of contexts in which the Bible speaks about God's salvation is very wide indeed. We 

22 McGrath, A. E. 2001:442
23 Watts, R. E. 2002:15
24 Prince, D. 2007 : Jeffery, P. 2001
25 Wright, C. 2008:23
26 Watts, R. E. 2002:33
27 Romans 8:15-17; Ephesians 2:5,8
28 1 Corinthians 1:18
29 Romans 5:9-11
30 Ephasians 5:10-20; cf. Isaiah 59:15b-21; 62:1-6
31 Watts. R. E. 2002:36
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ought to resist the temptation immediately to discount and set aside what we might regard as 

'ordinary', 'material', or 'earthly' instances of the biblical language of salvation and then to isolate 

only those we might deem 'theological', 'transcendent', or 'eternal'. This is a form of unbiblical 

dualism into which Christians very quickly fall.”32

Wesley's take on salvation saw him concerned with people. In particular he was concerned with 

the poor, concerned that the good news was for them and about them. He perceived salvation to 

be about body and soul, that both should be healed, that we should seek a renewal within society, 

and that the message we share should reflect this salvation.33 The salvation we find in the narrative 

of the Scriptures, both the immediate and eternal, continues to be of relevance today. Each of us 

are playing our part in the ongoing story. It is in our response to the salvation offered that we 

acknowledge that salvation isn't about us: “We tend to think of salvation as something centring on  

ourselves: we are the ones who need to 'get saved'; we want to know how to find salvation; we tell  

others about how we found salvation, and how they can too... we should remember salvation...  

belongs to God, not to us.”34

When  we  appreciate  salvation  in  a  holistic  manner, and  re-read  the  Scriptures  we  see  that 

throughout history all humans have constantly needed to be saved, and throughout history God 

has saved.35 In a society that experiences less and less about God through the Church, hints of 

salvation is sought elsewhere. That is why humanity has been searching and our films have begun 

to show us something of God as he reveals himself through cinema.

Fiddes describes the “quest of salvation” as being a long-standing one: 

“Human beings have always been on the quest of 'salvation', or making whole of what is broken in 

existence. 'Salvation' is an idea which has the widest scope, including the healing of individuals 

and social groups and even the conserving of a natural world ravaged and polluted by human 
32 Wright, C. 2008:14-5
33 Hindmarsh, D. B. 2002:43-61
34 Wright, C. 2008:38
35 Wright, C. 2008:14-6
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greed. The quest for salvation is the search for authentic life, and many people hope for it beyond 

death, as well as here and now.”36

It  is this definition of salvation, not purely as the widest,  but also as the most accurate, that I 

believe will see this thesis able to prove that salvation can be seen in stories throughout cinema, 

whether intended by the industry or not. Whether we look to the eternal view, or the immediate 

view of salvation, we find the same thing: The quest of salvation is the quest for authentic life.

To that end, we will turn to Aulén's summary of 'Classic', 'Latin' and 'third-type' atonement theory, 

particularly  looking  at  structure  and  understanding  of  salvation37 to  discover  the  method  of 

salvation.

In  “Christus Victor”  Aulén sought to reopen the discussion on what atonement looks like and its 

out-workings and relevance in society. Within his analysis of the three theories of atonement he 

spends a little time looking at what each one believes about salvation. Whilst this isn't the place for 

these theories to be critiqued,  each one provides us with a starting point  to communicate the 

message of salvation with cinema-goers. As you will see later, it is these that form the basis for our 

three film categories.

First he introduces the “third” or “subjective” type. This theory of atonement presents that authentic 

life is attained by what you do and by the person you become through your own strength in order 

to impress or attract that which will make you whole. In the journey involved in approaching God, 

there is a process of change within man that enables God to see him in a new light, makes him 

acceptable and means God will accept him, granting him the “win”. Perfection is the aim in this 

mindset. Aulén suggests that God presents the ideal or “perfect man” in Christ on whom to model 

ourselves.

36   Fiddes, P.S. 1999:3
37 Aulén, G. 1970:150-1
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Secondly Aulén presents the “classic” type. Classic atonement offers a discontinuity of legal order, 

with grace opening the way forwards, rather than merit and justice being the benchmarks. It is not 

the person that is evil, rather it is their way of life, and that which holds man prisoner. Salvation is a 

positive and eternal thing. It is a chance to correct the things you have done before. What follows 

this salvation is life, and blessing. God shows another way, provides a way for our past not to 

matter, so we can go on and live.

Lastly the “latin” type takes its language and ideals from the law code and judicial system. It talks 

of  guilt,  responsibility,  punishment  and  justice.  It  treats  forgiveness  negatively,  expecting 

perpetrators to pay the price. The evil that happens is not down to just the powers of evil, but it is 

translated into the responsibility  of  mankind.  Man has to satisfy the  required payment  for  the 

crimes committed.

We have discussed that salvation is about more than the eternal question, that it is about the lives 

we are living as well as the future life. We have also found a suitable definition of salvation for this 

thesis to work from, where the quest for salvation is the quest for authentic life. In pursuit of the 

authentic life we have looked at three theories by which salvation may be attained. This definition 

and these theories will hopefully go on to provide the basis for our guiding principle.
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Act 2: The Story so far

To further inform our discussion, it is important we consider the history of Christianity's interactions 

with cinema and how we might already be using film in our youth work, but first we shall consider 

the voice of God.

Scene 1: God Speaks

The biblical narrative is filled with examples of God speaking to his people in many ways. He didn't 

limit himself to speaking just through those he called “his people”. God used those outside of Israel 

to share who he was and what he wanted to say.38 It is also worth highlighting that whenever and 

however  God speaks,  he receives the glory;  His people finally hear  his  message and get  the 

picture, and are able to communicate who God is to those delivering the message.39

Yet Time and again the Church could be accused of looking inwards, seeing itself as the only place 

where God is at work, the only vehicle that God is capable of using.40 It seems to have forgotten 

that  “the  Bible  tells  that  if  we  fail  to  declare  God's  Gospel,  'the  very  rocks  will  cry  out'  the  

message.”41   Whilst God could use the rocks, he chooses first to use humanity.

Humanity is more than stone. It is alive and breathing and created in the image of God, part of 

which means we reflect the creativity of the Creator.42 Pope has suggested that in all things we, as 

humans  do  and  create  there  has  to  be  a  glimpse  of  this  Creator,  either  consciously  or 

subconsciously a connection with the divine is revealed.43 I intend to argue that it is the case in 

cinema, with films made by Christians or not. In the light of the Gospel, where authentic life means 

relationship with God and restoration of the image of God in us, the films we watch take on new 

meaning. We become able to recognise God's voice above, beyond and through the voices and 

38 Luke 7:1-10, Jonah 1:6,10, Habakkuk 1:12; Ezra 1
39 Jonah 1:16; Ezra 1; Luke 7:16-7
40 Johnston, R. K. 2001:65-7
41 Campolo, T. 2003:ix
42 Johnston, R. K. 2001:77
43 Pope, R. 2005:168
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actions of our favourite characters on the screen. We begin to dream more of human potential in 

the light of what God offers, and we find examples of community, love, sacrifice, family, and, most 

importantly for this study, salvation.

Thiessen commented:

“throughout our culture we find ... hints of religious experience. They can be viewed within the 

framework of a theory of secularization, in which case they are echoes of a vanishing world. But 

they can also be seen as irritants to a secular sensibility that rejects its self-concept, in which case 

they are recollections of reality. In any case, they are what several scholars have called 'traces of 

the word.' And they are of great significance for an open, public reading of the Bible... Many people 

have such experiences without relating them to God.”44

With cinema featuring prominently in the culture around us, it  therefore follows that it  contains 

“recollections of reality”.

In order to discover the “deeper” within the apparent shallowness of some entertainment we need 

to ask more, “for when we ask more, we may find that the films have more to give, that their writers  

and directors have given us more than we first think.”45 When I recall the biblical examples of God 

speaking, and regard the contributions of film-makers to help us interpret life and reality, I come to 

the same conclusion as Pope: “films allow the viewer to transcend his or her own life and context  

and experience the 'other'.”46 Particularly when we enter cinema or into discussion with film from a 

knowledge of who we are, and what truth is, we can find ourselves able to understand life and 

reality in a fresh perspective, as shown by cinema.47

For this reason I believe it imperative we help those who are unaware of the real truth as offered by 

the Gospel of Christ to interpret what they are seeing. If we can grasp salvation and what it means 

to live  the  “authentic  life”,  and acknowledge that  God might  be speaking to his  creation  from 
44 Thiessen, G. 2007:80
45 Loughlin, G. 2005:2
46 Pope, R. 2005:170
47 Drew, D. 1974:102
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outside  the  Church,  then  cinema  becomes  something  more.  Cinema becomes  a  platform for 

sharing the Gospel. 

Scene 2: Cinema and Church

The idea of God being able to speak through people outside of his Church is not revolutionary. In 

his history of the Church's interactions with cinema, Johnston stated that Catholicism has long 

been aware of God becoming known “through the experiences, objects and people we encounter 

in our lives,”48 yet Christianity and cinema have had a tumultuous relationship through history.

From the birth of cinema, cinema and Church have been in relationship. Many of the earliest films 

portrayed biblical stories and contained religious themes.49 This new mode of communication and 

storytelling broadened man's horizons, and, even aside from the stories it told, showed creativity 

and human potential through the development of technology.

There were those within the Church who saw the potential of this new communication tool. The 

Salvation Army were among the first to create their own films in order to evangelise and share their 

version of the truth. At the turn of the 20th century Herbert Booth, son of the Army's founders, used 

the media to present traditional parts of Church content and action in a fresh light, to draw people 

into lectures and prayer meetings in Australia.50

Back in the USA, in response to the pressure the Church was putting on them due to what was 

being produced in the mainstream and in order to pre-empt outside censorship, Hollywood began 

to  construct  guidelines.  These  guidelines  stated  what  was  acceptable  to  make and show the 

public. The guidelines warned against films being made portraying nudity, swearing, mocking the 

clergy and other immoral activity.51

48 Johnston, R. K. 2001:57
49 Johnston, R. K. 2001:32
50 Johnston, R. K. 2001:32
51 Johnston, R. K. 2001:35
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The Motion Picture Production Code of 1930 (Hays Code) was one such code of practice for all 

Hollywood films to follow. Included first among the restrictions was a stipulation that  “no picture 

shall be made that will lower the moral standards of those who see it. Hence the sympathy of the  

audience should never be thrown to the side of crime, wrongdoing, evil or sin.”52 However when 

certain parties within Hollywood decided not to follow these rules the Catholic Church started their 

own group; the Legion of Decency, to try and dissuade people from watching films except those it 

deemed to be edifying.53 

This avoidance is resultant of the mindset that films have nothing to offer the Christian life and can 

often  be morally objectionable. People aligned with this way of thinking believe cinema to be “of 

the devil” and  “the moral cancer of civilization”54, and may maintain that  “a frequenter of the … 

movie house cannot at the same time be a spiritual force for good (or) a vital Christian leader.”55 

Promoting avoidance proved relatively ineffective, with the population showing increasing interest 

in the films that were being blacklisted and the opinion of the film-makers rather than the clergy.

Once again the church's leaders had to rethink their strategy regarding interaction with film. From 

avoidance it progressed to promoting that we watch films with a degree of caution. Caution is the 

next step along from this. A more contemporary conservative approach than avoidance, caution 

suggests films are considered carefully, from a clearly defined ethical or religious stance. Drew is 

convicted that “a Christian, providing that his foundations are firm, should see films and become 

involved in the arts and other forms of knowledge... a Christian should enter the cinema with a 

solid grasp of who man is and what truth is.”56 We are to be aware of what might be being said to 

us.

52 http://www.artsreformation.com/a001/hays-code.html  
53 http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,762190-1,00.html   ; 

http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,762190-2,00.html 
54 Miles, H. 1947:20
55 McClain, C. 1970:25
56 Drew, D. 1974:106, 102
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Parts of  the Church,  in  an attempt to  be effective in  communication,  showed an openness to 

dialogue with films. Through dialogue Christianity seeks to re-engage with the world and what they 

are seeing and experiencing. The Church, knowing God is constantly trying to speak to his creation 

and can use anyone to do so, is dialoguing with cinema so we can share the story anew. In 1970 

Skade offered that “if the study of theology and films is to be of any value in our attempts to reunite  

the God-question and the man question, the Church and the world, both the discipline of theology 

and  art  of  the  cinema  must  be  allowed  their  freedom.  Instead  of  returning  to  some  form of  

monologue in which theology would preach to cinema – or vice versa – both the discipline and the 

art must be allowed to speak their piece: that is, the goal must be dialogue.”57 With dialogue we are 

to look at films on their own terms and then judged theologically. Thiessen explains this move by 

stating that  “the goal of dialogue with the secular world is to enable a religious understanding of  

reality.”58 

Down the years various film-makers have tried to create “religious films”, and equally there are 

films  that  seek  to  be  non-religious  and  anti-religious,  that  still  find  themselves  “haunted  by 

theological themes”59 and whilst I am arguing that I believe there to be a portrayal of salvation 

within all films, we need to be careful not to label all films as being religious or Christian.60 Some 

label themselves as such, and that is for us to gauge according to content and representation of 

what is claimed. Other films have been labelled as religious by those wishing to claim the truths 

contained by the messages and story portrayed.  Wright states that  “human beings all over the 

world turn to music, movement, song and dance whenever they wrestle with the real big things that  

go beyond merely rational analysis.”61 I think salvation is one of these “big things” contemporary 

culture tries to help us wrestle. I strongly believe as long as film-makers are human and made by 

the Creator, films will always contain traces of the Creator, of the beyond, of the hope and intended 

authentic life within each of us, distorted as these representations might be.

57 Skrade, C. 1970:22
58 Thiessen, G. 2007:98
59 Loughlin, G. 2005:9
60 Higgins, G. 2003:256, Johnston; R. K. 2001:55-6, 66, 
61 Wright, C. 2008:13
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Scene 3: Salvation in the Movies

I'd  like to propose that portrayals of salvation, this quest for the authentic life, within cinema can be 

grouped into three categories which I shall term 'becoming', 'overcoming' and 'justice'. What follows 

is a brief outworking of these. Each has been derived from Aulén's summary of 'Classic', 'Latin' and 

'third-type' atonement theory, particularly looking at structure and understanding of salvation.62

Whilst it is not my intention to use specific films as examples of stories that portray salvation as we 

are looking for guiding principles that will  encompass all  films, for the purposes of this section 

some examples of each type of film will be provided. It is also important we recognise that some 

films will cross into more than one category and deal with more issues than just those highlighted 

here.

Scene 3.1: Becoming or Subjective type

What Aulén terms the “Third-type” or  “Subjective type” theory I have classified “Becoming”. This 

theory of atonement presents that authentic life is attained by what you do and by the person you 

become through your own strength in order to impress or attract that which will make you whole.

Whilst Aulén's summary sees man approaching God, and seeking to be good enough for him, the 

movies often replace God with someone or something else. This quest for salvation is most evident 

in romantic comedies, sports movies and the like, where the purpose of the main storyline is that 

the main character or characters are seeking approval for who they are by changing or improving, 

by trying to impress, so theirs is the gain. Perfection is the aim in this mindset and Hollywood often 

promotes the most beautiful, most athletic, richest, most gifted or most popular in his stead as the 

ones to model themselves on.

62 Aulén, G. 1970:150-1
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Salvation, the authentic life, in these films is achieved by human effort. It is about achieving and 

becoming. It is by hard work that they combat injury, hardship, poverty, adversity and differences. It 

is once the character feels they have achieved perfection that they go forward to collect their prize, 

at which point they will either be good enough, or they won't.

Specific films that fit this bill would include “13 Going on 30” where the central character is trying to 

be good enough for her friends, “School of Rock” in its portrayal of kids trying to be good enough 

for their parents and for the battle of the bands,  “Green Street”  with the lead character trying to 

prove himself strong and tough, and “Blood Diamond” where above all else the aim for some is to 

retrieve diamonds and get the biggest profit. “Becoming” is about gain for self and reaching the 

benchmarks of wealth, attractiveness, strength, popularity, and achievement.

Pope  has  suggested  “films  convey  meaning  through  the  creation  of  atmosphere  where  the 

audience is led to anticipate activity which fulfils, if not surpasses, human potential. Horizons are  

broadened and even challenged as the story is worked out and human capability is glorified.”63 

This observation provides common ground between the theory of “becoming”  and “overcoming”.

Scene 3.2: Overcoming or Classic type

These films and their meta-narratives are akin to the “becoming” films mentioned before as they 

tend to end “happily ever after”. In these stories not only do the powers of good overcome evil, but 

the underdog comes out on top, the impossible is achieved, and dreams are realised. Whilst this 

initially  sounds  very  similar  to  “becoming”  there  is  a  distinct  difference.  This  theory  is  to  be 

considered in the light of “classic” type.

I believe this is evident in films where the bad guy changes, where there is sign of repentance, 

63 Pope, R. 2005:171
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where, as mentioned before, there is a “happily ever after.” They are the films where characters are 

accepted for who they are, in spite of, or even because of, their imperfections. This authentic life 

becomes about knowing what we once were, and living with who we have become, with the help of 

those around us, not striving to please anyone, but knowing we are accepted.

“Freedom Writers” tells the story of a class of young people who have been labelled as no-hopers, 

yet find themselves invested in and able to overcome diversity. “Cool Runnings” sees the Jamaican 

bob-sleigh team achieving what they were told was impossible. They might not have won, but the 

underdogs got to the Olympics and made it into the hearts of many.  ”Shrek 2” sees the princess 

happy to  forego human form,  acknowledging that  it  doesn't  matter  what  she looks  like.  “The 

Muppets Christmas Carol” sees Scrooge change his ways and become a force for good.

There's something about each one of us that is seeking a hero, someone to come in and make 

everything better. Every hero has to have a nemesis though. Hollywood sometimes portrays the 

villain  in  such  a  way  that  we  feel  some  sort  of  sympathy  for  him  and  his  choice  of  life.  An 

“overcoming” view of salvation in a film seeks for the anti-hero to see the light and the error of his 

ways,  meet  his  potential  and  change  to  fight  for  good,  for  differences  to  be  left  aside,  and 

challenges overcome through love and community.

Scene 3.3: Justice or Latin type

Whilst “overcoming” films tell of the power of good overcoming the power of evil through a change 

of heart, or for acceptance regardless, what I am terming “justice” story-lines within the movies tell 

of the search to restore a balance and equilibrium. This is derived from Aulén's description of “latin” 

type.

There is an anger sparked within us when we see someone hurt a child, or the vulnerable taken for 

granted. We despise abusive behaviour, ulterior motives and degradation of the undeserving. We 
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turn  all  “Old  Testament”  demanding  an  eye  for  an  eye,  tooth  for  tooth,  life  for  life.  Where 

“becoming” sees salvation by achievement, and “overcoming” sees salvation in the light of grace, 

“justice” sees penalties being paid, and someone being held accountable for what they have done.

These films seek to put the world to rights, see debts repaid and justice served. Evil is paid for, but 

it's not always gone completely. These are the films that set themselves up for a sequel. Evil is 

halted in its tracks but may rear its ugly head again at any time. The villains aren't changed as 

those in the “overcoming” films, and could quite easily re-offend. They seek revenge and want to 

have the upper hand once again over the world that has, in their opinion, mistreated them.

The plethora of superhero films would find themselves in this category as very few have repentant 

nemeses. Their quest is to stop evil and to redress the imbalance in society by making someone 

pay. “The Green Mile” is another that would fit in nicely here, the whole story built around one man 

on death row paying a price.  “Robin Hood”  and  “The Three Musketeers”  both provide us with 

examples of the redistribution of wealth and of power to redress the socio-economic imbalance.

Scene 3.4: Antithesis

Until now we have focussed on the powers of good generally triumphing over evil in films, people 

being able to achieve their dreams and therefore their salvation, and balance being restored. It 

would be wrong not to take some time to also reflect on those films that appear to break the mould.

Film-makers sometimes attempt to portray a world where good doesn't win. Sometimes characters 

have a distorted sense of  right  and wrong.  Sometimes they don't  want  us to have our happy 

ending. I would suggest that in doing so these film-makers are making the exceptions that serve to 

prove the rule. Even in the failure of justice to be done, perfection not to be achieved or a nemesis 

unwilling to changing his ways to fight for good, our notion and viewing of the theory of salvation is 

still present. Discussion can still be had and opinions can be made or enhanced as to how and why 
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life sometimes doesn't fit into our models and boxes.

Furthermore, repeatedly films are released where, until the closing scenes, we are unsure who the 

“bad guy” really is. How then can we be convinced how fairly justice is being done? But whoever 

the bad guy is, these types of films always have someone trying to balance the odds and make 

people pay for what they have, might have or are believed to have, done.

“Law Abiding Citizen” is one such film. Even at the very end we're unsure as to who the bad guy in 

the whole  situation  really is.  We are presented with a distorted view of  justice.  In  “The Time 

Traveller's Wife”  there's no happily ever after because he dies. Some films whilst trying to break 

the mould can only find themselves more open for discussion on what the authentic life really is.

Scene 3.5: The Myth of Redemptive Violence

No study on the presence of salvation within cinema would be complete without acknowledging 

“the myth of redemptive violence.”

This myth is not a new myth. It has even been claimed that the myth of redemptive violence is 

absolutely central to the depiction of God in the Hebrew Bible.”64 Citing Miriam's song in Exodus65, 

following the exodus and the drowning of Pharaoh's armies in the Red Sea, one could argue that 

redemptive violence is more than myth. The song tells of God's violent provision for his people, 

bringing about their salvation through the quashing of their enemies.

Part of cinema's ambition is to send us home feeling that anything is possible, dreams can come 

true  and  the  world  has  been  put  to  rights.  To  accomplish  this  film-makers  often  rely  upon 

redemptive violence. Those who have done wrong have to get their just desserts. Through cinema 

our natures return to an Old Testament viewpoint of “an eye for an eye.” If a character has maimed, 
64 Young, J. 2008:55-6
65 Exodus 15
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they are to be maimed, if they have killed, they have to die, or at the very least we need to know 

they are in some way paying the consequences of their actions. If that doesn't happen we feel like 

we've been robbed. It has been hypothesised that deep within us there is more rooting for the myth 

of redemptive violence, as we have “internalised the principalities and powers”, than there is for the 

so-called “myth of redemptive love” which has failed to be ingrained within us.66

Whilst  sacrifice and people giving themselves  to save others is  one of  the biggest  themes in 

cinema, forgiveness is a less popular path with box office hits. The desire and ambition to entertain 

and give the people what they want, in order to sell movies sees redemptive violence taking a 

prominent place in many films. People still need to feel they have seen a film with a “happily ever 

after” ending, but only for those who deserve it.

Scene 4: Using Films

Technological advances have helped facilitate the rise in use of films within youth work. Where 

before a youth worker may only have been able to refer to a film or an element of a film, videos, 

DVD's, and latterly MP4's and other digital media have enabled memories to be refreshed of what 

is  being referred to,  and for  those who haven't  seen the films to be able to  engage with the 

experience first hand, to see the fullest extent the application of the example used.

To date much of the literature and resources produced to help facilitate the use of films in youth 

work  has  been  done  so  with  one  of  three  foci  and  can  be  seen  in  line  with  the  traditional 

theological responses by the Church to movie-going as presented by Johnston, some of which we 

have already considered.67

66 Huebner, D. 1993:407
67 Johnston, R. K. 2001:41-62
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Illustration 1 shows the approaches to film used by Christians over the years. For some, they have 

overlapped,  and been dependant  on the person and on the film,  with  some films being more 

morally objectionable than others. Others have picked one area and held it as their view for the 

whole of cinema.

The first resource I'd like to highlight encourages its readers on the side of avoidance or caution. 

As mentioned before, avoidance and caution are about staying away from films or watching from a 

well rooted stance. Although these are among the earliest opinions of how we should interact with 

film, there is still plenty of evidence in today's literature displaying the same tendencies. Frequently 

resources are made condemning pieces of cinematic work due to their content being counter or 

subversive to the Church and its beliefs. Their advice is we avoid these films and encourage others 

to do so too, providing arguments of what our standpoints should be, and why we should steer 

clear,  pointing  us  to  further  “proof”  literature  where  necessary.68 I  believe  that  as  pockets  of 

Christians stand against these films, they only encourage more people to see for themselves what 

the issue is.

As mentioned above, parts of the Church, in an attempt to be effective in communication have 

moved into dialogue with films. The prominent resource available that I would like to suggest uses 
68 Edwards, B. 2006 ; Garlow, J. L. & Jones, P. 2005; http://www.catholicculture.org/culture/library/view.cfm?

recnum=4004 
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   Earliest        Most Recent

 Avoidance        Caution Dialogue   Appropriation          Divine 

       Encounter
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this  approach  are  those written  to  encourage  the  use  of  particular  clips  from within  films  for 

communication of the Gospel. These clips are chosen for their faith-affirming or point-strengthening 

qualities. Generally these resources are indexed by film and by topic so they are ready to use, 

giving start  and end points of  the clip,  and discussion and activity starters.69 Dialogue is often 

reduced to sections of film that we feel comfortable with, and that highlight our current theological 

stance, as we pick and choose that which works for us.

Further along  Illustration 1 we find appropriation and divine encounter. Appropriation argues that 

films are able to deepen and extend our theology, and divine encounter proposes that films have 

the capacity to give us a spiritual experience. Through both approaches there is an openness or 

expectancy to hear God's voice

There are resources available that span these two approaches. These are the resources that claim 

certain films for the faith, specific films that are deemed to help us understand more about God.70 

These films will help redefine the Christian faith, to shape a generation of young people and youth 

workers in their use, and see the most positive engagement between Christianity and cinema.

69 i.e Saunders, M. 2010:30;  http://www.wingclips.com ;  http://www.movieministry.com ; John, J. & Stibbe, 
M. 2002 ; Belknapp, B. 2001 ; Fields, D. & James, E. 2004 ; Cargal, T. 2007

70 Zacapa, E. 2005 ;  Couch, S. Et Al. 2005
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Act 3: Research

So far we have considered:

• The church and cinema- looking at their tumultuous yet unavoidable relationship and how 

the church has tried to interact with cinema so to date, with a view to exploring the future of 

their relationship;

• Salvation- seeking to define salvation we have concluded that “the quest for salvation is the 

quest for the authentic life”;

• God  speaking-  acknowledging  that  God  is  still  speaking  to  his  people,  even  if  large 

proportions of the church are not proclaiming the Gospel effectively.  Historically he has 

used sources outwith his people and his church.

• How God might be speaking to us about salvation through cinema- uncovering the types of 

story inherent in all films, we have identified the presence of salvation in their narratives 

and ideologies. What we need is help in communicating true salvation in light of  these 

ideologies.

This research seeks to resource youth workers in the communication of salvation within the entire 

spectrum of cinema. This is due to the limited nature of the current resources available, and as a 

result of the diminishing influence of the church, and increasing popularity of cinema in the lives of 

young people

Am I right in thinking that “with regards to salvation and the quest thereof, all films can help us at 

the very least on the dialogical level, and potentially through appropriation and divine encounter, to 

understand salvation better and communicate the Gospel with the young people we work with?”

Scene 1: Research Objectives

As this thesis seeks to ascertain whether the whole of cinema is indeed usable by youth workers 

regarding the discussion of salvation with young people, we need to particularly focus on film and 
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salvation:

Film:

• Films play an important role in the development of young people and have the power to 

make us think. Generally young people are unaware of the influence of the films they watch 

upon their lives.

• Youth workers rely  heavily on select,  “safe”  films to use in  their  youth work,  and their 

primary use of film is to use clips to illustrate a biblical message.

Salvation:

• There is a difference between the opinions of young people and youth workers regarding 

the authentic or perfect life.

• Salvation is, more often than not, considered to be an entirely Christian affair.

• There are recognisable instances of salvation in all the films we watch.

Scene 2: Methodology

The reason for this research is to try and uncover a basis for working with young people using the 

stories inherent in films to help convey the message of salvation. This will take the form of action 

research, as it is a progression from a solid basis of the belief that there is a message of salvation 

portrayed in all cinematic stories, and hopes to subsequently see a change in practice as a result. 

Stringer presents that the primary purpose of action research is  “as a practical tool for solving 

problems experienced by people in their professional, community or private lives.”71 Because this 

thesis is focussed on the profession of youth work, and the impact of what we do in the individual 

and community lives of the people we work with, action research is the best method by which to 

undertake this research.

71 Stringer, E.T. 1999:11
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Stringer presents three basic phases through which action research works.

• First we must “look”. By looking we build a picture. In this case the notion is that generally 

the Church is doing a less than adequate job of sharing the Gospel in the UK and therefore 

God is finding other ways to speak to people. He is doing so through cinema and we, as 

Christian youth workers, should be interacting with it to help young people understand the 

message God is speaking.

• Next we  “think”. By thinking we assess the picture. As we have already discussed, our 

churches are getting emptier whilst the film industry is growing, and less and less people 

are hearing about God through the Church. We have also noted that there are plenty of 

resources available to help youth workers engage with the cinema, however they appear to 

be limiting in the films they represent, sometimes come at films with their own agenda, and 

base themselves on very specific angles.

• Then we “act”. By acting we are seeking to fill in the gaps in the picture. The action in this 

research is to try and make all films accessible to youth workers for use in the discussion of 

salvation in their work. Where other resources have created dependence upon them, this 

research seeks to empower.72

In spite of the mixed nature of the following questions, the majority of responses were designed to 

be quantitative in nature. 

Quantitative research is often regarded as being a structured means by which to attain hard and 

reliable data whilst the researcher maintains a distance from the subject. This data is more readily 

attained between strangers than qualitative data, and seeks to find or confirm rules, to prove or 

72 Stringer, E.T. 1999, 18; 43-4; 160
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disprove theorem.73

Quantitative data is more readily arranged, correlated and interpreted as it  works in a definite, 

linear pattern.74 The raw data provided contains all that is needed, and cannot easily be distorted 

by the researcher's interpretation. As Bryman's model suggests, quantitative research is a handy 

tool for direct feedback into the theorem that led to the questions asked. One starts with a theory, 

or theories, and seeks a construct that will  help justify said theories. The results will  in turn be 

directly plugged back into the original theory and re-tested to try and ascertain the truths held, or to 

further the research.75 This data is most readily summed up in statistics, tables and graphs, and, 

although it can sometimes be criticised as being superficial, can be thorough in its findings on a 

wider scale, and more able to represent the majority.76

Contrary to quantitative research, qualitative research is dependent upon relationship as it seeks, 

in a less structured manner, to discover ideals that are more detailed and grow throughout the 

research. Qualitative research is concerned with process and construction of the bigger picture, the 

“how”s and the “why”s rather than the “how many”s.77

Where quantitative data may cast a wide net over many subjects, qualitative data may penetrate 

deep into  fewer  subjects.  The thorough nature  of  qualitative  research is  commendable,  yet  it 

requires more effort  to find a fair  representation of the wider population. It  concerns itself  with 

history, emotions, feelings and definitions.78

Both  types  of  data  have  their  benefits  and  also  pitfalls,  however  when  used  together  and 

transcribed and translated appropriately,  the merits of  both areas of  research are in their  fruit, 

which enable the furtherance of relational and social theory, or in our case, the dialogue between 

73 Bryman, A. 2000:94
74 Bryman, A. 2000:19
75 Bryman, A. 2000:20
76 Bryman, A. 2000:103
77 Bryman, A. 2000:94
78 Bryman, 2000:94-5
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Church and cinema.

Scene 3: Research Structure

To conduct this research, two sample groups were needed. One group consisting of young people, 

the other of Christian youth workers.

Sample representation requires us to look at the sample with which the research was conducted 

and ask whether they are a fair  representation of  the population.  The two populations,  young 

people and Christian youth workers in the UK, are both very large, and one would be unable to 

perform research of this nature with the entire populations.

The samples were taken from the secondary school age young people I work with in a urban 

setting  as  a  Christian  youth  worker.  The  majority  of  these  young  people  would  not  class 

themselves as Christian, and therefore, in my search to share the Gospel, it is these young people 

for whom my personal responsibility dictates I conduct this research.79

The youth workers invited to respond were from a broader geographical spectrum encompassing 

the wider UK, and were from a mixed background of volunteers and paid workers, trained, training 

and untrained, in Church youth work, Christian projects and schools. Whilst not all will be working 

in an urban context they are a fair representation of the Christian youth work community.

The  research  with  young  people  was  conducted  with  two  different  groups.  The  first  group 

participating in the study were those I work with in St Roch's Secondary School on a one-to-one 

pastoral care basis. These questions formed the content of sessions for my work on two mornings 

a week over a four-week period. These questions were asked in structured discussions on a one-

to-one basis or in pairs. The structured nature of the interviews helped direct the discussion and 

79 Becker, H. S. 1998:67-71
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guarantee consistency in the answers received. Furthermore, the framework for analysis becomes 

easier to interpret and more suitable for a formal education environment80 as well as enabling the 

same questions to be asked in a different format at a later stage. The remaining candidates were 

the population of two youth groups run on Tuesday and Thursday evenings over the period of a 

week who were of secondary school age. These young people were asked to complete the same 

questions electronically with assistance to explain anything that needed clarification.81

Both ways were governed by three questions.

• Question one posed, “what three things do you think you need to live the perfect life?”, was 

deliberately an open question inviting three answers. This question sought to determine the 

priorities in the lives of young people, and to discover what they felt would give them the 

perfect or authentic life. What is salvation, as we have previously defined it, to these young 

people?

• Question two required a yes or no answer. This question aimed to discover whether young 

people are aware of their attitudes being changed or thoughts provoked by the movies they 

see. For each of nine areas of life, young people were asked to state whether or not any 

film has  ever  “made you think  about  or  changed the way you think  about...”:  Yourself, 

Money,  God,  Girls/Guys,  Love,  the  Future,  Ambitions/Dreams,  Family,  and  Right  and 

Wrong. Beyond simply yes/no, the young people were welcome, but not obliged, to offer 

examples of films that they believed had made them think.

• Question three was open for them to offer any ten answers they saw fit. To discover what 

films are being watched and valued by young people,  to facilitate further research with 

youth workers, this question asked young people to offer their  “ten favourite films of all 

80 Wellington, J. 2006:74-5
81 See appendix 1
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time.” For our discussion to be relevant and helpful for the young people we work with, we 

need to make sure we are aware of what they are watching so we can best dialogue with it.

The instrument of research with youth workers was a questionnaire that consisted of two sections, 

each of four questions, designed to be brief and concise.82 All questionnaires were delivered either 

by hand or by email, and included a cover letter explaining the purpose of the research and full 

details for the return of the questionnaire,83 both electronically or in hard copy.84

When designing this questionnaire there were several things that needed to be remembered. Due 

to the busy nature of the lives of youth workers, and to guarantee a higher response from the 

sample asked, it was essential the questionnaire was short, and the questions asked were clear 

and succinct. Aside from the practical, much care was taken to construct the questionnaire in such 

a way that not only assured most questions were able to be answered (clear concise language, 

simple unambiguous questions with explanation where needed), but was also presented in a clear 

and attractive manner. Most importantly the questions were ordered in such a way that the first 

questions were closed, moving on to the more open-ended, feeling based questions towards the 

end.85

The  first  section  sought  to  uncover  their  experiences  in  using  films  in  their  work  and  their 

impression on the influences and responsible use of films. Questions one, three and four asked 

about the frequency of use of films in their youth work to date and their influences for using or not 

using films, the last films (if  any) they used, and how these films were used. This shows their 

current  commitment  to  engagement  between young people,  media,  and theology,  their  current 

awareness of the importance of film in young people's lives, and openness to the possibilities films 

present.

82 See appendix 2
83 See appendix 3
84 Wellington, J. 2006:106
85 Wellington, J. 2006:104
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Question two was an adaptation of the theological approaches to film criticism as outlined above. 

Given the choice of each of the five categories (avoidance, caution, dialogue, appropriation, divine 

encounter), coupled with a definition of each, they were asked to select which of these categories 

they feel best describes their feelings about film, to ascertain the current line of thought held by 

youth workers.

The second section of the questionnaire started by asking them to also answer the initial question 

asked to the young people, asking what three things are needed for the perfect life. This question 

sought to discover whether youth workers and young people are of a similar mindset concerning 

priorities for the perfect or authentic life.

As this thesis seeks to ask about salvation in cinema, I deemed it important we uncover what the 

prevailing definition of salvation might be amongst Christian youth workers. Is it in line with those 

we have already discussed, or is it more eternally minded? Their definitions in mind, youth workers 

were asked to offer any films they felt portrayed salvation through their story. If youth workers can 

first acknowledge or identify salvation as they perceive it in cinema, then it may be possible to see 

the definitions of others and start discussions.

The last question in my research with the young people provided the basis for the closing question 

for the youth workers. Taking the ten most popular films as selected by the young people, the youth 

workers were asked to offer their experiences and opinions in four areas for each film. The four 

closed questions asked about each film were:

• Have your young people seen it?

• Have you seen it?

• Would you use it in your work?

• Does it contain any message of salvation?
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Validity is “the extent to which an inquiry, a method, test, technique or instrument measures what it  

sets out  or  purports to measure.”86 Clarity in  objectives enables a researcher  to find clarity in 

wording of questions, which in turn enables the participant(s) to best answer the question. I believe 

this research to be adequate in finding answers to the questions it asked, and the questions asked 

to be adequate in pointing us back to the topic of this thesis, namely salvation in cinema.

Wellington  states  that  “research  is...reliable  if  it  can  be  repeated  or  replicated  by  another  

researcher and/or at a different time.”87 With this in mind, this research, was designed for use with 

any young person, with no features that might date it. Rather it would be the same regardless of 

delivery  date  or  deliverer.  The  work  with  youth  workers  was  designed  to  be,  in  some ways, 

dependent on the research conducted with the young people, particularly the last question. Both 

these research tools are adaptable for  use across the arts,  Christian beliefs,  groups of  young 

people and geography.

Scene 4: Ethical Considerations

All research requires an ethical approach to ensure the safe and proper treatment of both data and 

those providing the research data to be analysed pre, during and post contact with the researcher. 

This research was no different.

Wellington suggests five ways in which research may be unethical88:

1. In design: use of ill-phrased questions

2. In method: the conduct of the research

3. In analysis: inaccurate representation of received data

4. In presentation: by naming and shaming

5. In findings: through inappropriate conclusions or proposals.

86 Wellington, J. 2006:201
87 Wellington, J. 2006:200
88 Wellington, J. 2006:55-6
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Many of the following considerations can also be found in the “Statement of Ethical Practice for the 

British Sociological Association.”89

Films contain a whole host of material that is often age appropriate, with films being assigned 

certificates based on the extent of the maturity of their content. For this reason in my question 

design for use with young people I chose not to use specific films as examples. Also all questions 

were designed in such a way as to allow freedom of speech and interpretation.

Permission  was  sought  from all  participants  in  this  research  with  all  participating  voluntarily,90 

aware that if at any time they felt uncomfortable during the process they could opt out, and equally 

if they were interested in learning more about the topic of this thesis more information could be 

made available to them, as could the final product of this research.

Where research took place on a one-to-one basis precautions were taken by means of obtaining a 

disclosure from Disclosure Scotland for work with young people in through the SiMY Project, and 

other people were in the vicinity whilst the research was being conducted.

Although  the  data  received  is  not  of  the  nature  that  would  be  harmful  upon  disclosure,  all 

responses were recorded anonymously,  either electronically or on paper, and participants were 

made aware that upon transcription would be disposed of.91

I intend that the following analysis is not only an accurate representation of the data received, but 

also that the resulting recommendations are appropriate for translation into youth work.

89 http://www.britsoc.co.uk/equality/Statement+Ethical+Practice.htm  
90 Howe, Et al. 1993:6-7
91 Wellington, J. 2006:77
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Scene 5: Results from Young People

What follows are the results of the above research., conducted with 35 young people (23 male, 12 

female). The results are presented in numerous ways, with further details found in appendices 4 to 

6 at the end of this thesis.

Scene 5.1: The Perfect Life

Illustration 2  presents the results of the question “what three things make for the perfect life” and 
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shows the split  between gender for each offering. This is a direct translation of the responses 

received. It shows the breadth of the perception of what it is to be human, leading to priorities, 

dreams and hopes being verbalised. 

It was conscious wording of the question that led to this breadth, leaving the interpretation down to 

the  young  people  to  decide  whether  they  wanted  to  focus  on  the  physical  or  otherwise.  As 

Christians  we  can often  be guilty of  forcing  the spiritual  while  the physical  is  left  wanting,  or 

pushing young people to think so far out of the box that it becomes irrelevant to the lives they know 

and are living. Freedom of interpretation meant the answers also ranged from the general to the 

specific, some young people not happy to just cite that they need food, but specifically needing 

chocolate or McDonalds!

It is helpful to note the importance of not only their physical needs, but also the emotional and 

relational. Many of the top answers given can be boiled down to the need for positive relationships 

with those around them, for love and the community that comes with friends and family. Many of 

the other suggestions also point towards the need for attention – the big houses, fast cars, the 

fame – and therefore to a dependence on other people and the desire for acknowledgement.

Scene 5.2: Changing the way we think

 The second question posed to the young people challenged them to consider whether they could 

recall having been made to think about, or changed the way they think about, a selection of areas 

of life. Illustration 3 shows their responses.
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Generally young people acknowledged that films had made them think or changed the way they 

think about each of the above, to varying degrees. Collectively the most thought about of these 

topics appear to be the future and ambitions equally.  “2012”,  “i-Robot” and  “Back to the Future” 

were all suggested as films that inspired thinking about the future of the world, whilst the films 

referred to in their dreams and ambitions highlighted their aspirations regarding careers, the males 

highlighting military films and the female sample highlighting primarily musicals.

The lowest scoring category for both males and females was God, with just 43% of young people 
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Males Example of film Females Example of film Total
Yes No Yes No Yes No

The Future 19 4 BTTF, 2012 9 3 28 7

Ambitions 18 5 Army films, the Godfather 10 2 28 7

17 6 7 5 24 11

Money 16 7 8 4 24 11

Love 11 12 James Bond, Home Alone 11 1 22 13

Girls/guys 12 11 James Bond 8 4 20 15

Family 11 12 8 4 19 16

Yourself 9 14 Green Street 7 5 16 19

God 8 15 7 5 15 20

BTTF, I-Robot, Scooby 
Doo

Musicals, The House 
Bunny, Fame, Dream Girls

Right & 
Wrong

Midnight Meat Train, Gang 
Films,

Confessions of a Teenage 
Drama Queen, How to lose 
friends and alienate people, 

Animal Farm, Black on 
Black Crime

Millions, Waking Ned, 
Richie Rich, the Outsiders, 

the Italian Job, Ocean's 
trilogy

Millions, Slumdog 
Millionaire, Bruce's Millions, 

Money Talks

PS I Love You, The 
Flintstones, It's a Wonderful 

Life, Love at first bite

500 days of summer, Sidney 
White, 50 First Dates

Daddy Day Care, Meet the 
Parents

My Sister's keeper, Honey I 
shrunk the kids, National 

Lampoon's Family Vacation

Forrest Gump, My Sister's 
Keeper, Supersize me, 
Black on Black Crime

Evan Almighty, Ten 
Commandments

Bruce Almighty, Evan 
Almighty, Dear God, 
Passion of the Christ

Illustration 3: Films that make young people think



stating a film had provoked thought. Those that did offered films such as “Bruce Almighty”, “Evan 

Almighty”, “The Ten Commandments”, “Dear God” and “The Passion of the Christ” as having made 

them think. Many of these had been watched in RE lessons at their Catholic school and supported 

by further teaching on their content.

The young people asked proved not only that that films make them think, but highlighted that they 

are indeed aware of being made to think. The nine categories reflected on were selected due to 

their perceived importance in the lives of humanity, and in particular in the lives of young people. 

As proven by the first  question,  relationships on all  levels are important,  and money plays an 

important part in their thinking, as does the future, including dreams, ambitions, the future of earth 

and of themselves, and the way they are perceived.

As young people are aware of the power of films to question our world-view then it follows that they 

may be open to the suggestion that cinema gives us a sometimes distorted image of salvation. We 

find ourselves with an opening for engagement between the Gospel and young people through 

film.

Scene 5.3: Top Ten Films

Question three asked young people to offer  their  ten all-time favourite  film.  Unsurprisingly the 

results from 35 young people provided a wide variety. 

Of the 223 films suggested, only 54 (24%) received more than one vote. Ten films were needed 

from this research or use in our research with youth workers. Those selected included the highest 

scoring films nominated by both genders collectively and individually and the highest scoring of 

different genres. These were:

• The Harry Potter series (collectively the most popular and most popular with the girls)
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• Happy Gilmore, Avatar, Green Street and the Fast and Furious series (most popular with 

male candidates)

• Hallowe'en (second in the female poll)

• Yes-Man, Simpson's Movie,  Terminator and Valentines Day (the highest scoring films in 

their genre)

Further research into the background of the films favoured by the young people revealed they 

were  not  all  recent  releases,  with  every decade between 1940 and 2010,  except  the  1950's, 

represented by at least one film in the responses. Other details about the films offered revealed 

the percentages of films with each DVD release certificate were as in illustration 4:

Young people have access to a huge number of films, in multiple formats, and by differing means 

(the legality of  acquisition of which is under scrutiny here).  This puts pressure on us as youth 

workers to keep up, and as theologians to facilitate interaction with these films. This highlights the 

need for a resource that, instead of being film specific, is capable of empowering and being applied 
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by all youth workers with any films their young people are watching, regardless of whether they 

have seen it themselves.

Scene 6: Results from Youth Workers

As mentioned above, the research with youth workers was by way of an 8 question questionnaire. 

The questionnaire was completed by 20 Christian youth workers, both paid and voluntary from 

across the UK. The following results can also be found in appendices 7-13.

Scene 6.1: Strand One: Use of Films

First it was important we discover whether youth workers already use films in their work.

From illustration 5 we can note that all of the youth workers in the sample responded that they had 

used films in their work, with two also stating that they are considering also using them in the 

future. The most popular response was occasional use, representing the experience of 45% of the 

sample.

When asked why they may,  or  may not  use films with their  young people,  there were several 

different offerings, the majority of which saw the use of film in a youth work context as a positive 

thing. Included among the positive responses:

• The messages contained within the films used helps learning and illustrate values and 

ideals wishing to be communicated

• Films reflect our society and the values and views of the time in which they are produced

• Films help reflection on ours, and others, world-views
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(a) I use them regularly 4
(b) I use them occasionally 9
(c) I have used them in the past 7
(d) I am considering using them in the future 2
(e) Films have no place within youth work

Illustration 5: Use of films in youth work



• Films provide visual engagement for young people

• They are a significant part of young people's lives

• The familiar and the comfortable provides a basis for discussion.

On the negative side, concerns were for the unhelpful nature of some films and comparisons to 

society, and for the need to make sure material used is appropriate for the age group.

Scene 6.2: Interaction with Films

Question three was based on the historical model of Christian interaction with film as presented by 

Johnstone.

As can be seen in illustration 6 the sample agreed with Johnston in their responses that it can 

often  be  dependant  on  the  film  or  group  worked  with,92 with  several  of  the  youth  workers 

responding with more than one answer. That said, the responses were unanimous as everyone 

sampled suggested films are to be watched, the difference came in how they interacted with them.

Whilst the majority (65%) recommended we are to dialogue with films, there was a lone response 

advising caution, five answers favouring appropriation, and six in favour of divine encounter. Half of 

those suggesting divine encounter was possible through film did so as a second option, coupling it 

with dialogue, not as a rule for interaction with film, with the other three implying divine encounter is 

possible regardless of the film.

92 Johnston, R. K. 2001:41
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Avoidance – Films have nothing to offer the Christian life, and can often be morally objectionable
Caution – Films are to be considered carefully, from a clearly defined ethical or religious stance 1
Dialogue – Films are to be looked at on their own terms and then judged theologically 14
Appropriation – Films are able to deepen and extend our theology 5
Divine encounter – Films have the capacity to give us a spiritual experience 6

Illustration 6: Interaction with film



This displays an openness to dialogue with films and to try and engage with the culture of the 

young people we work with. It also expresses a willingness to hear from God through the cinema 

and the world our young people find themselves in. From the openness to at least dialogue with 

cinema we can identify a way forward to explore new potentials within films, and at the very least to 

watch them on the own terms before we dissect them theologically. Even if the theology within 

these films is bad, or the so-called “truths” they portray are false, they are still able to provide a 

starting point for discussion, a gateway into interaction with theological issues in the lives and 

experiences of our young people, albeit lived out by characters in a film.

Scene 6.3: Last films used

This question served as a memory aid to those responding. By recalling the films most recently 

used they would be better able to remember the method of use. Whilst it is not my intention to 

analyse these too thoroughly, it is worth acknowledging that many of the films mentioned have had 

resources published about them.

Scene 6.4: Method of use

The response to this question showed youth workers use films in a variety of methods:
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As all those asked were able to name at least two that they have used recently it would be safe to 

assume the films used have done the jobs required of them. Illustration 7 shows that whilst use of 

clips for illustration is still the most popular use of films amongst the youth workers participating in 

this study, there is a notable awareness of the varying content and possibilities presented by and 

within films and how they might be used to spark creative discussion. Some acknowledged that 

films portray something of our lives and our society, and in such our dreams and passions, they are 

engaging and part of the lives of young people, that within films there is relevance and the power 

to communicate. If we are seeking to be part of the lives of our young people it is important we 

share with them, and help interpret, the experiences and world-views they are seeing in cinema.

Scene 6.5: Strand 2: The Good Life

Illustration 8 show  the thoughts of the Christian youth workers sampled regarding the perfect life.
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If we look at the 33 responses offered differently and group them together according to type, we 

discover that they can fit into several categories:
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

God
Reconciled relationship w ith God

Community to live w ith
Love

Positive attitudes
Positive relationships
Comfort w ith w ho they are
Faith
Hope
Service/Self less heart
Basic needs met
Relationships w ith others
Friends and family

Ability to critically ref lect on values and priorities, grow  and learn from them
Help
Health
People w ho care for you and love you
Purpose
Submission
Grace
Holy Spirit
Belonging
Jesus' Example
Reassurance
Safety / security
Discovery
Balanced, holistic perspective
Happiness
Freedom
Place to live
Passion
Jesus
Sinless

Illustration 8: The perfect life : Youth worker's perspective



• “Christian”- Those responses pointing to a Christian viewpoint of what the perfect life could 

be. In here I would place answers such as “God”,  “Jesus” and “Holy Spirit”,  as well as 

particularly  Christian  phrases and buzz-words  like  “a  reconciled  relationship  with  God”, 

“faith”, “grace”, “Jesus example” and “sinlessness”.

• “Relationship”- Answers focussed on the way we interact with others. This group includes 

the aforementioned “reconciled relationship with God”, but also “love”, and those answers 

relating to communities and “belonging”,  “help”,  “reassurance” and the positive attitudes 

and input of others. Also under the banner of relationships comes the idea of “service” and 

“selflessness” and “submission”.

• “Self”-  Those offerings suggesting the perfect life might be found in who we are. Some 

suggestions in this section again overlap partially with some of those found in each of the 

two previous groups, for example the idea of “positive attitudes”, “faith” and “selflessness” 

as these are not only about others, but also about ourselves. I would like to collect these 

answers  with  those  pertaining  to  other  personal  characteristics  and  physical  needs  as 

given: “purpose”, “comfort with self” and a “balanced, holistic perspective”, “basic needs 

met”, “a place to live” and “safety and security”, and “the ability to reflect critically on values 
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and priorities, and to grow and learn from them”.

The priorities perceived to make life perfect, aren't, from the above research as different as could 

be. Considering the young people questioned were not Christian young people, and the research 

with youth workers was aimed specifically at  Christians,  there is  an unsurprising  difference in 

religious  content,  but  both  groups  acknowledged  the  balance  between  needing  relationships 

alongside physical and immediate needs being met.

From common ground it is easier to explore the unknown or the untested together. Acknowledging 

that we have needs to be met we can begin to see where others have sought to fulfil their needs, 

and discuss where ultimate satisfaction can be found.

Scene 6.6: Salvation in cinema

No two definitions of salvation given were worded in the same way, though once again we can 

combine multiple definitions and represent them fairly in new definitions. The following statements 

would be representative of the responses:

Salvation is:

• Being brought  from a place of  despair  and fear,  or  entrapment,  into a place of  safety,  

nurture and growth

• Gaining freedom, being saved regarding: 

◦ Spirituality

◦ Relationships

◦ Sin

◦ Punishment

◦ Death
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• Forgiveness, redemption, reconciliation and healing

• Being redeemed and made right in God's eyes, through Christ's sacrificial actions, borne of  

love: by faith and through grace

• Life in all its fullness, exceeding expectations

• A second chance, and change of heart

• Something to be lived out partly now, and fully in heaven.

Alongside  each  definition  was  provided  a  number  of  films  which  portrayed  their  definition  of 

salvation  through  their  stories.  Many  were  specific  films  for  specific  meanings.  Others  were 

suggestions of genres that perhaps best told the story of salvation in the same light as they had 

defined it.93

The responses show there was a discernible difference between what the youth workers felt made 

the perfect life and what salvation means. There appears to be an identifiable spiritual definition of 

salvation in the minds of Christian youth workers perhaps not as a rule, but as a forethought to any 

following definitions.

Another question needs to be asked, however: is our definition of salvation being the authentic life 

inaccurate or too narrow, or does the word perfect conjure up different images in the minds of 

Christians? While perfection in terms of a Christian mindset is deemed impossible in this life, it may 

be an inaccurate replacement for the word authentic, where authenticity is real, best and most 

fulfilling. Equally as long as we are in some way heavenly-minded we will always, perhaps rightly, 

primarily see salvation as a God-action.

I propose that as all the Christian youth workers sampled were able to give a definition, salvation is 

an important aspect in our lives and ministries, and it plays an important role in our lives as a result 

of a knowledge of the Gospel. This importance makes it imperative we share salvation with our 

93 See appendix 12
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young people by any means possible. We will always come at the authentic life from the shadow of 

the redemption offered by God, and no life is authentic without it, but we are not to limit ourselves 

to the eternal, and therefore condemn the now to pain and despair.

Scene 6.7: Young people's favourite films

This part of the research is best displayed in the following table as also found in appendix  7:

As you can see above, not all the numbers match up in all rows. Where each question's “yes” and 

“no” don't equal twenty, it can be assumed the answer was either blank or uncertain on the part of 

the youth worker.

In general youth workers claim to be aware of what their young people are or aren't watching. 

When asked if they had seen the films themselves the answers were of a more mixed nature. The 

answers to this question provide the basis for answering the next two questions.

The majority of respondents based their answers to whether they would use the film in their youth 

work in line with whether they have seen it or not. If they had not seen it, generally they left the 

space blank, however with two of the films,  “Avatar” and “Valentine's Day”, more responded that 
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Film
yes no yes no yes no yes no

Harry Potter Series 19 - 19 1 14 5 11 4
Yes Man 15 1 14 6 13 3 9 5

Happy Gilmore 13 4 14 6 11 4 6 7
Valentine's day 9 5 1 19 4 9 3 8

Avatar 17 - 10 10 12 3 10 4
Simpson's Movie 18 - 17 3 11 7 10 8

Halloween 10 6 4 16 - 16 4 10
Terminator 16 1 13 7 5 10 8 5

Green Street 7 7 5 15 4 12 2 9
Fast and Furious Series 17 - 12 8 7 8 6 5

Have your 
YP seen it

Have you
seen it

Would you use
It in you work

Does the story 
Portray salvation

Illustration 10: Usage of top-ten films



they would use it than stated they had seen the film.

The results of the last question regarding salvation in each of the films had equally mixed results. 

This will be dependent once more upon whether or not they have seen the film, and also upon the 

definition  of  salvation  as  provided  previously.  Again  more  people  were  willing  to  imagine 

“Valentine's Day” contained a portrayal of salvation than had actually seen it. More than half of the 

films listed were believed by more people to contain a message of salvation than not. Several 

candidates left this one blank due to not seeing the films, or having seen the films a long time ago 

and not remembering.

There appears to be an ethical responsibility recognised by the youth workers questioned that sees 

them not showing certain films or clips due to content or appropriateness to group or age. It is right 

we continue to assess films before we jump straight in and share these with our young people, 

contrary to Higgins' statement that “Film can't hurt you unless you let it – remember that Jesus said 

it's not what goes into a person that makes them evil.”94 Even so, many of the films being used are 

still “safe” films; They are still the films that have had books or articles written about them aiding 

Christian teaching.

Even though this research declares a wide range of films having been used by youth workers, it 

still  needs to be acknowledged that even those films we deem inappropriate to show to young 

people may still be playing a part in their lives outside of the groups they attend with us. Often 

these films deal with issues that can be potentially harmful to them, their development, and their 

interactions with the people around them. Whilst it may not be right for us to show these films it 

becomes our responsibility to equip ourselves to interact with the material  being consumed by 

young people in order to help them digest and interpret it. That is not to say we need to endure 

watching  offensive  or  potentially  harmful  films,  but  rather  we  find  ourselves  confident  in  what 

salvation is, and able to discourse from the summaries and ideas our young people have been 

94 Higgins, G. 2003:106
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presented with, and we grant opportunities for discussion and exploration of the topics.

In spite of all those young people responding to the research being aged between 10 and 16 there 

was  a  high  percentage  of  films  of  certificate  18  cited  as  being  among  their  favourite  films. 

“Hallowe'en” was the most popular of these. It is perhaps this type of film that we need to be most 

equipped to discuss with young people to limit  the harm done to them, without condoning the 

content or the watching.
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Act 4: The Final Act

Scene 1: The Final Curtain

In closing we shall  revisit,  and amend where necessary, the statements found in our research 

objectives:

Film:

• Films do play an important role in the development of young people and have the power to 

make us think. Generally young people are aware of the influence of the films they watch 

upon their lives.

• Youth workers  do rely heavily on select, “safe” films to use in their youth work, and their 

primary use of film is to use clips to illustrate a biblical message. (Although more uses were 

highlighted than expected)

Salvation:

• There is a slight but discernible difference between the opinions of young people and youth 

workers regarding the authentic or perfect life.

• Salvation is more often than not, considered to be an entirely  Christian affair.

• There are recognisable instances of salvation in all the films we watch.

I hope this research would challenge us to know what young people are watching. For us to best 

engage with young people and to walk through life with them we need to know how they see the 

world, what their hopes and dreams are, and what other things influence the way they live their 

lives.

It is important for us to revisit and know what we mean when we speak of “salvation.” As already 

highlighted salvation is important and worth considering as forethought. The meaning of salvation, 
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as seen through the research, depends on where you stand with God, if indeed you believe in a 

god.  From its  simplest  definition  to  its  most  complex,  from the  Christian's  perspective  to  the 

Freudian perspective, salvation is about reaching more, being the best you can be, and about 

living. As we look at what it  is to have the perfect life, we discover that the quest for salvation 

becomes  the  quest  for  human  potential  being  met  and  exceeded,  we  see  the  quest  for 

relationships and the quest for needs to be met. I believe the best definition is still that we have 

been working with thus far: The quest of salvation is the quest for authentic life.

I am aware that time constraints faced by youth workers in their preparation of work with young 

people, particularly if one is to do a good job at interpreting youth culture in light of Christianity, and 

vice versa, often means dependency upon other people's tried and tested methods and resources. 

What I hope this research provides, or begins to provide, is a guiding principle that can be applied 

to any circumstance, rather than creating another film, genre or topic based cheat sheet. Instead of 

feeling  the  need  to  wait  for  the  latest  Christian  book  or  magazine  article  about  the  latest 

blockbusters, I hope to inspire youth workers that they are able to start by exploring what they 

believe about  a series of  issues,  but primarily with salvation as highlighted by this essay,  and 

personally explore cinema with their  young people to discover how God is seen and revealing 

himself in what is being watched. This approach is more time-demanding but is a repeatable and 

transferable process across the broad selection of films favoured by the young people we work 

with.

Life is made up of stories: your story, my story, our story. Christianity is built upon a relationship 

with an ongoing story, which we can claim as our own. We are saved, being saved, and to be 

saved. We are in the image of God and we are witnesses of greater things. Jesus gave us a 

commission to share the Gospel95 and reminded us that if we don't cry out, creation will.96 I believe 

we are not being effective at this commission, and therefore God is speaking in other ways.

95 Matthew 28:19; Mark 16:15
96 Luke 19:40
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I believe God is speaking through cinema. Although his message through cinema is not limited to 

that of salvation, salvation is perhaps the most important message portrayed. As Christians we 

know what it is to be truly human and to have authentic life. Therefore we can share the authentic 

life, as received through the salvation offered by God through Christ, by using the films our young 

people are watching, and helping them interpret the quests for salvation therein, that they are 

seeing, and are on for themselves, so they might know the Gospel.

In order for young people to fully understand what they are seeing it is our responsibility to be 

witnesses. To that end Higgins also gives us a commission to  “just watch the movies, start an 

argument, find the tools to engage, change your life, take a chance, think, enjoy, find liberation,  

find and lose yourself, be real, be now, be human.”97  

Young people spend a huge amount of time engaging with films. In all the films we watch, we see 

mankind becoming, overcoming and seeking justice. Whilst Christianity claims that true fulfilment 

can only be found in God, through Jesus, Hollywood presents us with the notion that anything is 

possible.  It  tells  us  we  can.  It  tells  us there is  a present  hope and not  just  a  future hope.  It 

communicates the Gospel in a way Christianity hasn't been able to for a generation, without film-

makers and cinema's congregation knowing it. From a starting point of salvation we can take the 

ideology within  the  narrative  of  said  films,  however  the  authentic  life  might  be  portrayed  and 

regardless of whether the attempt to have the authentic life by “becoming”, “overcoming” or by 

seeking “justice”, and encourage discussion and understanding of the idea of salvation from what 

is being seen by our young people. By knowing what we mean by salvation in a holistic manner 

and being willing to dialogue with films we are better equipped to interact with young people and 

any film they are watching regarding the exploration of the idea of salvation. This is how we can 

best help young people interact positively with the films they watch. We can help them to recognise 

97 Higgins, G. 2003:256
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and interpret the salvation portrayed in the stories of these films, and help them relate what they 

are seeing to the salvation we find in the Bible.

Scene 2: Further Research

Action research is so called because it is about acting. As we considered earlier it is about looking, 

thinking and acting. We have looked, we have thought and we have proposed an action. Next we 

need to look again, think again and act again.98

Whilst this research has focussed on the interaction of youth workers with young people and the 

films they watch concerning salvation, it has provided us with a base for further research into the 

use of films with young people.  By breaking the mould that starts with the film and tries to draw out 

clips, examples and doctrines we can instead, from the starting point of Christian doctrines and 

beliefs, begin to discover how they are communicated alongside the film industry's latest offerings 

that impact on the lives of not just young people but the wider communities we find ourselves in.

Miles  has  said  that  “popular  film  provides  an  index  of  the  anxieties  and  longings  of  a  large  

audience.”99 With that in mind  We might explore whether it can be said that there is evidence of 

“love” or “sacrifice”, “worship” or “hope” (amongst so many others) to be found in all we watch, 

enabling us to link the experiences of the cultures around us to the Christian understanding of 

existence and the meaning of life. Equally the furtherance of this research might entail transferring 

what we have learnt here across the arts, exploring music, literature, design, and even computer 

gaming to see whether we can evidence God at work communicating with and through his creation 

in all areas of life.

98 Stringer, E. T. 1999:19
99 Miles, M. 1996:x
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Appendix 1: Research questions for use with young people

1. What three things do you need to live the perfect life?

i).......................................................

ii)......................................................

iii)......................................................

2. Has a film ever made you think, or changed the way you think, about:

(A) Right and Wrong Yes / No

(B) Yourself Yes / No

(C) Love Yes / No

(D) Your family Yes / No

(E) God Yes / No

(F) The Future Yes / No

(G) Money Yes / No

(H) Guys/Girls Yes / No

(I) Your Dreams and Ambitions Yes / No

3. What are your ten favourite films of all time?

1...................................................................................................................

2...................................................................................................................

3...................................................................................................................

4...................................................................................................................

5...................................................................................................................

6...................................................................................................................

7...................................................................................................................

8...................................................................................................................

9...................................................................................................................

10.................................................................................................................
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Appendix 2: Research questionnaire for use with youth workers

Thank you for taking the time to answer the following questions looking at” Salvation and 
the Cinema.”

Strand one:

1. Do films have a role to play in your youth work? (select as appropriate)
(a) I use them regularly
(b) I use them occasionally
(c) I have used them in the past
(d) I am considering using them in the future
(e) Films have no place within youth work

What influences you  to use / not use films in your youth work?

2. Which of the following would best describe the way you interact with films?
(a) Avoidance – Films have nothing to offer the Christian life, and can often be morally 

objectionable
(b) Caution – Films are to be considered carefully,  from a clearly defined ethical  or 

religious stance
(c) Dialogue  –  Films  are  to  be  looked  at  on  their  own  terms  and  then  judged 

theologically
(d) Appropriation – Films are able to deepen and extend our theology

(e) Divine encounter – Films have the capacity to give us a spiritual experience

3. What were the last three films you used or discussed with your young people?
i

ii

iii

4. How did you use these films with your young people? (ie. Reference, Clip for illustration, whole 
film for discussion, etc)
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Strand two:

1. What three things does someone need to live the perfect life?

2. How would you define “Salvation”?

3. Can you think of any films that portray this meaning of salvation through their story?

4. Research with young people has indicated the following ten films as being among their favourite 
films of all time. With that in mind, please indicate your response to the following:

Film
Have your 

young people 
seen it?

Have you seen 
it?

Would you use 
it in your work?

Does it contain 
any message of 

Salvation?

Harry Potter Series Yes  /  No Yes  /  No Yes  /  No Yes  /  No
Yes Man Yes  /  No Yes  /  No Yes  /  No Yes  /  No

Happy Gilmore Yes  /  No Yes  /  No Yes  /  No Yes  /  No
Valentine's day Yes  /  No Yes  /  No Yes  /  No Yes  /  No

Avatar Yes  /  No Yes  /  No Yes  /  No Yes  /  No
Simpson's Movie Yes  /  No Yes  /  No Yes  /  No Yes  /  No

Halloween Yes  /  No Yes  /  No Yes  /  No Yes  /  No
Terminator Yes  /  No Yes  /  No Yes  /  No Yes  /  No

Green Street Yes  /  No Yes  /  No Yes  /  No Yes  /  No
Fast and Furious Series Yes  /  No Yes  /  No Yes  /  No Yes  /  No

Thanks again for your time and co-operation. For more information on how this research is going to 
be used please feel free to contact me on  07738682426  or  email : Remarcable@hotmail.co.uk
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Appendix 3: Cover letter for research with youth workers
Marc Williamson
91 E Lenzie Way

Glasgow
G21 3TB

Email: Remarcable@hotmail.co.uk
Mob: 07738682426

Dear Youth Worker,

I  am a youth worker in Glasgow and also a student,   currently undertaking the 
fourth year of an honours degree course in Youth  Work With Applied Theology at 
International Christian College, Glasgow.

The course requires that I compose a 15,000 word dissertation on a subject of my 
choice. 

I have chosen to look at the use of films in youth work, concentrating on how we as 
Christian  youth  workers  might  help  young people  relate  the films that  they are 
choosing to watch with the message of salvation.

This is the second phase of my research having already sought young people's 
help, asking:

a: What they feel they need to live the perfect life;

b: Whether they are aware of films ever changing the way they think about nine 
areas of life – Right and wrong, themselves, love, family, God, the future, money, 

girls/guys and their dreams and ambitions;

and c: What are their ten favourite films of all time.

Through this latter stage of the research process I seek to discover the thoughts of 
yourself, as a Christian youth worker, with regards to your opinions on the use of 
films in youth work, your understanding of salvation, and whether or not salvation 
can be seen in the offerings of the films industry.

I would be most grateful if you could take a short while just to complete the following 8 
questions to aid me in my research  and return this form by the 14 th April 2010 either by 
hand, or one of the methods as detailed above.

Much Thanks
Marc Williamson
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Appendix 4: Results from young people pt 1: The perfect life

Responses to the question: What three things do you need to live the perfect life?
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Male Female Total
Family 9 8 17
Money 13 3 16
Friends 7 6 13
Big House 7 1 8
Cars 5 1 6
Opposite Sex 3 2 5
education 5 5
Love 1 3 4
food 2 1 3
Good Job 3 3
clothes 1 1 2
Fame 1 1 2
Diet Coke 1 1
Internet 1 1
Chocolate 1 1
Yoghurt 1 1
Mcdonalds 1 1
Bikes 1 1
TV 1 1
health 1 1
Imagination 1 1
Weekends 1 1
Music 1 1
Home 1 1
Life 1 1
Earth 1 1
Sport 1 1
Muscles 1 1
Tan 1 1
Good weight 1 1
Fun 1 1
Peace 1 1
Happiness 1 1
Bed 1 1



Appendix 5: Results from young people pt 2: Films that make us think

Responses to the question: Has a film ever made you think, or changed the way you think about...”
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Males Example of film Females Example of film Total
Yes No Yes No Yes No

The Future 19 4 BTTF, 2012 9 3 28 7

Ambitions 18 5 Army films, the Godfather 10 2 28 7

17 6 7 5 24 11

Money 16 7 8 4 24 11

Love 11 12 James Bond, Home Alone 11 1 22 13

Girls/guys 12 11 James Bond 8 4 20 15

Family 11 12 8 4 19 16

Yourself 9 14 Green Street 7 5 16 19

God 8 15 7 5 15 20

BTTF, I-Robot, Scooby 
Doo

Musicals, The House 
Bunny, Fame, Dream Girls

Right & 
Wrong

Midnight Meat Train, Gang 
Films,

Confessions of a Teenage 
Drama Queen, How to lose 
friends and alienate people, 

Animal Farm, Black on 
Black Crime

Millions, Waking Ned, 
Richie Rich, the Outsiders, 

the Italian Job, Ocean's 
trilogy

Millions, Slumdog 
Millionaire, Bruce's Millions, 

Money Talks

PS I Love You, The 
Flintstones, It's a Wonderful 

Life, Love at first bite

500 days of summer, Sidney 
White, 50 First Dates

Daddy Day Care, Meet the 
Parents

My Sister's keeper, Honey I 
shrunk the kids, National 

Lampoon's Family Vacation

Forrest Gump, My Sister's 
Keeper, Supersize me, 
Black on Black Crime

Evan Almighty, Ten 
Commandments

Bruce Almighty, Evan 
Almighty, Dear God, 
Passion of the Christ



Appendix 6: Results from young people pt 3: Ten favourite films

Top responses to and statistics from the question: what are your ten favourite films of all-time?
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Film Title Male Female Total certificate 18 15 12 pg u
Harry Potter 3 5 8 pg 1
Happy Gilmoure 6 6 12 1
Green Street 5 1 6 18 1
Avatar 6 6 12 1
Fast and furious 5 5 15 1
Zohan 3 1 4 15 1
Yes Man 4 4 12 1
Terminator 4 4 15 1
Simpson's Movie 2 2 4 pg 1
Scary Movie 1 3 4 18 1
Rocky 3 1 4 15 1
Mean Machine 4 4 15 1
James Bond 4 4 various 1
Halloween 4 4 18 1
Dark Knight 4 4 12 1
Van Helsing 3 3 12 1
Valentines day 2 1 3 12 1
Twilight 3 3 12 1
Toy Story 2 1 3 u 1
Superbad 1 2 3 15 1
Spider-man 2 1 3 12 1
Shrek 1 2 3 u 1
School of Rock 2 1 3 12 1
Saw 3 3 18 1
Saving Private Ryan 3 3 15 1
Braveheart 2 1 3 15 1
American Pie 2 1 3 18 1
300 3 3 15 1
Wild Wild West 1 1 2 12 1
The Titanic 2 2 12 1
Stepbrothers 2 2 15 1
Star Trek 2 2 12 1
Scream 2 2 18 1
Rush Hour 1 1 2 12 1
Role models 1 1 2 15 1
Predator 2 2 18 1
POTC 2 2 12 1
Percy Jackson 1 1 2 12 1
Ocean's 2 2 12 1
Monster in law 2 2 12 1
meet the spartans 2 2 15 1
Meet the parents 2 2 12 1
Italian Job 2 2 pg 1
Hannah Montana 2 2 u 1
Freddy Kreugar 1 1 2 18 1
Football factory 2 2 18 1
Chucky 1 1 2 18 1
Chuck and Larry 2 2 15 1
BTTF 2 2 pg 1
Batman 2 2 12 1
Armageddon 1 1 2 12 1
500 Days of Summer 2 2 12 1
13 Ghosts 2 2 15 1
2012 2 2 12 1
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Appendix 7: Results from youth workers: Code book
Strand one:

1. Do films have a role to play in your youth work? (select as appropriate)
(a) I use them regularly 4
(b) I use them occasionally 9
(c) I have used them in the past 7
(d) I am considering using them in the future 1
(e) Films have no place within youth work

What influences you  to use / not use films in your youth work?
See appendix 8

2. Which of the following would best describe the way you interact with films?
(a) Avoidance – Films have nothing to offer the Christian life, and can often be morally 

objectionable
(b) Caution – Films are to be considered carefully,  from a clearly defined ethical  or 

religious stance
1

(c) Dialogue  –  Films  are  to  be  looked  at  on  their  own  terms  and  then  judged 
theologically

14

(d) Appropriation – Films are able to deepen and extend our theology 5

(e) Divine encounter – Films have the capacity to give us a spiritual experience 6

3. What were the last three films you used or discussed with your young people?
i See appendix 9

ii

iii

4. How did you use these films with your young people? (ie. Reference, Clip for illustration, whole 
film for discussion, etc)

See appendix 9
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Strand two:

1. What three things does someone need to live the perfect life?
See appendix 10

2. How would you define “Salvation”?
See appendix 11

3. Can you think of any films that portray this meaning of salvation through their story?
See appendix 12

4. Research with young people has indicated the following ten films as being among their favourite 
films of all time. With that in mind, please indicate your response to the following:

Film
Have your 

young people 
seen it?

Have you seen 
it?

Would you use 
it in your work?

Does it contain 
any message of 

Salvation?

Harry Potter Series Yes: 19  /  No: 0 Yes: 19  /  No: 1 Yes: 14  /  No: 5 Yes: 11  /  No: 4
Yes Man Yes: 15  /  No: 1 Yes: 14  /  No: 6 Yes: 13  /  No: 3 Yes: 9  /  No: 5

Happy Gilmore Yes: 13  /  No: 4 Yes: 14  /  No: 6 Yes: 11  /  No: 4 Yes: 6 /  No: 7
Valentine's day Yes: 9  /  No: 5 Yes: 1  /  No: 19 Yes: 4  /  No: 9 Yes: 3  /  No: 8

Avatar Yes: 17  /  No: 0 Yes: 10 / No: 10 Yes: 12  /  No: 3 Yes: 10  /  No: 4
Simpson's Movie Yes: 18  /  No: 0 Yes: 17  /  No: 3 Yes: 11  /  No: 7 Yes: 10  /  No: 8

Halloween Yes: 10  /  No: 6 Yes: 4  /  No: 16 Yes: 0  /  No: 16 Yes: 4  /  No: 10
Terminator Yes: 16  /  No: 1 Yes: 13  /  No: 7 Yes: 5  /  No: 10 Yes: 8  /  No: 5

Green Street Yes: 7  /  No: 7 Yes: 5  /  No: 15 Yes: 4  /  No: 12 Yes: 2  /  No: 9
Fast and Furious Series Yes: 17  /  No: 0 Yes: 12  /  No: 8 Yes: 7  /  No: 8 Yes: 6  /  No: 5
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Appendix 8: Results from youth workers pt 1: Influences to us films

Responses to the question: what influences you to use/ not to use films in your work?

“The values and ideas which can be illustrated using film clips”

“Whether the content is appropriate to the context”

“The message contained in the film”

“Films are fun and they have a relaxing effect on young people”

“Films reflect our society and the values and views of the time they are produced”

“Films hep reflection on our world-views and the world-views of others”

“Many young people watch films that are shaped by them”

“Films add variety to a session”

“Films convey emotions”

“Films allow communication of the Gospel through a media that young people live in and 

understand”

“They are a significant part of young people's lives”

“They present a discussion starter as they are familiar and comfortable”

“Films provide visual engagement”

“They are thought provoking”

“Some comparisons with movies are unhelpful”

“Certification”

“Films aid memory”

“Films are current”
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Appendix 9: Results from youth workers pt 2: Using films

Responses to the questions: what were the last three films you used? And how did you use them?
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Last 3 films
Cars 3
Iron Man 3
Avatar 2
Narnia 2
matrix 2
yes man 2
The Mission 1
Touching the Void 1
American Beauty 1
Hurt Locker 1
District 9 1
Hangover 1
Italian Job 1
LotR:RotK 1
Blindside 1
Evan Almighty 1
G-Force 1
Up 1
Chicken Little 1
Wall-e 1
Horton hears a who 1
dead poet society 1
zoolander 1
Bi-centennial man 1
Dogma 1
Bourne Trilogy 1
Remember the Titans 1
Freedom Writers 1
Castaway 1
prince of egypt 1
transformers 1
Left Behind 1
Get Smart 1
harry potter 1
sherlock holmes 1
bruce almighty 1
Star Trek 1
Bolt 1
toy story 1

how used
Clip for illustration 9
Whole film for discussion 7
Discussion (undisclosed) 5
Reference 5
Social movie 3
Discussion of plot 1
Online discussion 1
Whole films (undisclosed) 1

28%

22%

16%

16%

9%

3%
3%

3%

Film use among youth workers

Clip for illustration
Whole f ilm for 
discussion
Discussion 
(undisclosed)
Reference
Social movie
Discussion of  plot
Online discussion
Whole f ilms 
(undisclosed)



Appendix 10: Results from youth workers pt 3: The perfect life

Responses to the question: what three things does someone need to live the perfect life?
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

God
Reconciled relationship w ith God

Community to live w ith
Love

Positive attitudes
Positive relationships
Comfort w ith w ho they are
Faith
Hope
Service/Self less heart
Basic needs met
Relationships w ith others
Friends and family

Ability to critically ref lect on values and priorities, grow  and learn from them
Help
Health
People w ho care for you and love you
Purpose
Submission
Grace
Holy Spirit
Belonging
Jesus' Example
Reassurance
Safety / security
Discovery
Balanced, holistic perspective
Happiness
Freedom
Place to live
Passion
Jesus
Sinless

Youth workers recommendations for the perfect life

Categorised perfect life responses from youth workers

“Christian”
“Relationship”
“Self”



Appendix 11: Results from youth workers pt 4: Definitions of Salvation

Responses to the question: How would you define salvation?

“Being brought from a place of despair and fear into a place of safety, nurture and growth”

“Release from a trapped situation”

“To be saved: re – spirituality, relationships, or a person's being or moral choices”

“A change in attitudes”

“Being saved from sins or wrong things in your life”

“Given another chance”

“Forgiveness, redemption, reconciliation, and healing – continually happening relationally”

“Gaining freedom having been saved”

“A relationship with God through Jesus Christ; By faith, through grace”

“Hope of freedom experienced through the death and resurrection”

“Something to be lived out partly now, and fully in heaven”

“Saved from the punishment we deserve by Jesus' works on the cross

“From death to eternal life”

“Life in all it's fullness”

“A change of heart to love God and follow Christ”

“Being saved for or from something”

“God sacrificing something important to give us life with him because of his love”

“To exceed our expectations, be more than we could ever think”

“Being redeemed by what Christ did on the cross, in God's eyes”

Films recognised to have one of these definitions of salvation in them:

The Matrix, The Passion of the Christ, The Chronicles of Narnia series, Superhero films, Hurt 

Locker, Click, Shawshank Redemption, Bruce Almighty, Evan Almighty, Man Dancin', Sister Act, 

Wall-e, Prince of Egypt, Chicken Little, Horton Hears a Hoo, Transformers, Cars, Pirates of the 

Caribbean, Saving Private Ryan, Antoine Fisher, Juno, Harry Potter series, Double Jeopardy, Gran 

Torino, Blade Runner, The Outlaw Josey Wiles, American Beauty
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